
 

 

 

Comprehensive guarantee, backed with full after sales support and spare parts availability. 

STANDARD FEATURES

 MULTIHEAD WEIGHER   

* Vibrator modifies the amplitude, based on different target  
to distribute material and to achieve a higher combination rate

* Precise digital weighing sensor and AD module
* Can port with signal and function of self - check error diagnostics
* High efficiency
* Adjustable hopper angle to increase flow rate of material
* Material collecting and process system
* Stainless steel construction
* Minimal product clumping due to dense dimpling on product surfaces
* All parts in contact with the product can easy be removed for cleaning
* Multi - language opreration system

Working Theory 

Products are firstly delivered by conveyor into upper storage funnel, then discharged and distributed to linear vibration  

pans uniformly with the help of the top cone. Product thickness can be adjusted by adjusting the hight of storage funnel

post, which will affect the products weight of one feeding by the linear vibtation pan. Photoelectric sensor is used  to

real - time detect the level of products in the upper storage funnel, and feedback to the main controller.

The CPU  can automatically adjust the conveyor speed of delivery, that in order to ensure the machine run smoothly.

Production Distribution and Weighing: 

Feeding: 

Products are distributed uniformly to each linear vibration pan from the top cone, then fed into a stored in the feed 

hopper. When weigh hoppers finished previous weighing and combination and discharged products to the next 

packaging machine, the products in feed hopper will be dropped to the weigh hopper. After a stable time it continue 
to weigh products and do combination and so on.

Combination:

The main controller collects the weight of products in weigh hopper from each load cell, and calculates out numerous   

qualified combinations which meet the target weight of upper and lower deviation, the choose the best one in discharge.

MODEL ZH - A 20  

The ZH - 20 is developed for precise and high speed  
quantitative weighing packaging systems.It is suitable 
for weighing materials of grain, stick, slice, irregular   
shape such as candy, fruits nut, pet food, roasted seeds,  
 puffed food, frozen food,small hardware ect.    
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